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New star pattern recognition algorithm for APS star tracker application : “Oriented triangles” G. Lamy au Rousseau , J. Bostel, B. Mazari1. Laboratoire de recherche balistique et aérodynamique. 27207 Vernon, France. An efficient star pattern recognition algorithm is presented. The purpose of this algorithm is to make sure the compatibility of the software and the imaging sensor noise level. The new CMOS APS sensors haven’t currently reached the same accuracy as the former CCD sensors in position as well as in magnitude determination, especially in the dynamic stages. This algorithm allows the system to recognize the star pattern 20% faster than with reference algorithms. No false recognition has been noticed. Used databases have a size 5 to 10 times smaller, depending on other reference algorithms. Oriented triangles are used to compare the measured star pattern with the catalogue stars. The triangle’s characterisation criteria proposes several solutions in a first time. A unique solution is selected by means of identification and validation methods in a second time. First results, presented hereinafter, are very encouraging, and this algorithm may be used in the future APS star trackers. APS star tracker robustness will be significantly enhanced by this method during the critical navigation phases.



1. INTRODUCTION A star tracker provides absolute attitude to a space vehicle by comparing the position of the stars on its imaging sensor with data contained in a catalogue. Two main reasons incite to the development of high noise level tolerant algorithms for star trackers : the increased need for high angular rate in the space systems and the integration of APS imaging sensors inside star trackers. On the one hand, current star tracker systems are not able to deliver this information for high dynamic movements of their host platform. It is very harmful for the mission in some cases like orientation of a satellite during its transfer orbit or pointing phase of a high manoeuvrability satellite. On the other hand, the development of CMOS imaging sensors, also called APS for Active Pixel Sensor, represents a technological rupture in the conception of star trackers. This technology provides advantages including random access capability, high radiation tolerance, standard CMOS clocking voltage and improved capacity of integration in a system. However, those devices are not as mature as their predecessors, charge coupled devices (CCD). In order to adapt these sensors to their purpose, some hardware changes are necessary : -Modification of the sensor circuitry, -Modifications to assist the array detector. Solutions have been presented [1], based on the use of gyros, with a view to correcting the precision lack in the determination of star’s centre. In the same way, it is necessary to adapt the software part of the star tracker, so that it may be able to maintain its performances with degraded sensors. 1



In those cases, the star tracker pursuit mode is not running and the system needs a complete pattern recognition to deliver an accurate attitude quaternion. High angular rate reduces the S/N rate for each observed star. The number of detected stars in the field of view is reduced, and the detected stars position and magnitude (brightness level) determination accuracy is decreased. Algorithms can't then recognise the star pattern. New algorithms are developed to increase the robustness of star trackers. Those methods allow the system to provide an attitude quaternion with high noise level applied on both position and magnitude of the observed stars. The objectives of the star pattern recognition algorithm presented hereinafter are listed below : - adapt the algorithm to the APS technology, and more specifically : - increase the robustness to the star position measurement noise, - no use of the magnitude [2] (the threshold of detected stars has been applied in the detection algorithm), - decrease the size of the reference catalogues, - decrease the computation time. Final purpose of this algorithm is to allow the star tracker to provide attitude quaternion continuously to the system integrator assuming the satellite navigation. Following this introduction, section 2 describes the main lines of the algorithm. Section 3 presents the construction of the catalogue. Section 4 concerns the algorithm itself. The first results are presented in section 5.
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2. MAIN LINES Most of the known star pattern recognition algorithms [3] [4] [5] compare angular distances between measured stars with a reference catalogue. The basic structure is a pair of stars. The presented algorithm tries to use more intuitive criteria, as we naturally do when observing the starry sky to recognize the constellations. The first step is to find a criterion to characterise small stars patterns and to compare them with a reference list. The triangular feature [6] is a efficient characteristic to compare data with a reference catalogue. The criterion, proposed here, is to consider the oriented triangles. Those triangles are defined as follows : Considering a star S, its two closer neighbours N1 and N2 are detected. The three segments [SN1], [SN2] and [N1N2] are ranked according to their size, from the shortest to the longest. The intersection of the shortest and the longest segments defines the “pivot” star. N1



The position catalogue is extracted from the base catalogue. Considering a WFOV design star tracker (25°), the catalogue contains a selection of stars ensuring the presence of 10 stars minimum on the image sensor in any direction. Each line of the position catalogue is composed of right ascension and declination of the considered star. Neither magnitude correction nor concatenation are processed in a first time. 3.3. Oriented triangle catalogue For every star of the position catalogue, the neighbour triangle and the pivot star are detected, and the associated coefficient calculated. Every line of the oriented triangle catalogue is composed of : pivot star, first neighbouring star, second neighbouring star and coefficient. Every triangle is written only once in the catalogue. The distribution of coefficients is presented in Figure 2.



Pivot star S N2 Figure 1 : Oriented triangle A coefficient is assigned to the triangle. This coefficient is the norm of the crossed vector SN 1 ∧ SN 2 signed the following way : -Positive if the rotation from small to long vector is done in anti-trigonometric direction -Negative if the rotation from small to long vector is done in trigonometric direction This signed norm will be used to identify the star patterns. Considering the detected stars, we will build up the oriented triangles and compare the coefficients with the catalogue ones. Several candidates will appear for each measured triangle, and a pattern of coherent stars can be deducted if every candidates are in the same area of vault. For each coherent pattern, an advanced research will exclude every false recognition. 3.



CONSTRUCTION OF THE CATALOGUE



3.1. Base catalogue The chosen base catalogue is the Hyparcos catalogue truncated at magnitude 8. It contains 42455 stars. Useful data are right ascension, declination and visual magnitude 3.2. Position catalogue



Figure 2 : Distribution of coefficients Occurrences are always quite low, due to the discrimination of the rotation senses. With our parameters, the sizes of catalogues are : 33 ko for the position catalogue (1638 stars) 40 ko for the triangle catalogue (1160 triangles). Those sizes are given with saved in ASCII format data. They may be decreased saving the data in binary format. 4.



PRESENTATION OF THE ALGORITHM



4.1. Input data The input vectors are expressed in the star tracker frame and are normalised. NBstars represents the number of those measured stars. 4.2. Predilection direction The oriented triangles are computed For the NB stars stars: the two first neighbours are detected, the pivot star appointed, and the coefficient computed. For every measured coefficient Cm, the reference triangles whose coefficients are in an interval [Cmtolerance, Cm+tolerance] are detected. A list of potential triangles is generated for every measured coefficient. Some stars are named several times. The more often named stars are detected. Every star is linked with a local triangle and its reference supposed triangle. Those triangles
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constitute the predilection directions available for the stars identification. An illustration of this predilection triangle is given in Figure 3. The predilection direction for the local triangle (1,2,3) is supposed to be the reference triangle (1456, 597, 42). 4
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MI=arccos(M1.M1T) MC=arccos(M3.M3T)
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Figure 3 : Measured pattern and associated local numbering



4.3. Stars identification From the supposed initial direction, the algorithm tries to rebuild the constellation. It selects in the catalogue the stars corresponding as well as possible to measurement. For every couple (T1 detected triangle – T2 (supposed) reference triangle), the Quest algorithm [7] is processed to express each measured star vector in the reference frame. It generates a matrix M1. The size of M1 is (NBstarsx3) Afterwards, the stars who are present in the star tracker field of view are selected in the reference catalogue. If the number of those stars is NB FOV, the size of the second matrix M2 is (NBFOV x 3). Considering the matrix M defined as: M=M1.M2T For each line i of M, the index of the column for which M(i,:) is maximum is selected. The star corresponding to this index in the matrix M2 is the best candidate for the detected star number i. A matrix M3 of candidate stars is created. An illustration of the result is given Figure 4. Points represent the detected stars. Five pointed stars represent the supposed corresponding reference stars. 159 7
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The validation method selects the stars, corresponding with a maximum connections number. If this number is n, this last algorithm gives a coherent pattern of n stars, and every distance between a star of this pattern and any other star of the pattern is recognised and sure. This result is illustrated in Figure 5. A link between two stars means that the measured and reference distances fits together. On this Figure, the local stars (1,2,3,4,6 and 7) are identified as stars number (1456, 597, 42, 159, 89 and 32) in the reference catalogue. Local star number 5 is not identified, because of the distance criteria that can't be applied. 159
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If the proposed star in every M3 line fits to the measured star on the same M1 line, difference between MI and MC has to be lower than a threshold determined by the program and depending on the tolerance used in the predilection direction determination procedure. A Boolean matrix BV is also generated, according to that test. The sum of column j represents the number of fitting distances between candidates stars and star j. If the sum of column j is minimum compared with other columns, a loop puts line and column j to 0 (except BV(j,j)=1) while the number of fitting distances is not n for a pattern of n coherent stars or 1 for the other stars (that are not recognized).
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4.4. Validation As the star identification procedure is based on the detection of a maximal value on each line, results will always be produced. It is also necessary to make sure that the proposed solution is correct. A last validation routine will conclude. Let MI be the matrix of angular distances of the input stars and MC the matrix of angular distances of the candidates reference stars.



: detected star n° Y : reference star n° Y



Figure 4 : Stars identification
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: detected star Y : reference star n° Y : Illustration of the distance : Link between fitting stars Figure 5 : Validation
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Input noise (arc second) 50 100 150 50 100 150 50 100 150 50 100 150 "False" random stars number 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 Number of tests 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 Recognition errors (%) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Recognition efficiency (%) 97,8 73,6 57,0 97,3 75,5 60,5 95,5 77,6 63,4 92 75,4 63,3 Mean global time (s) 1 ,22 6,2 9,3 2,2 8,4 11,7 3,4 8,8 12,9 3,9 8,9 12,3 Standard time (s) 0,75 1,33 1,9 1,3 1,8 2,0 1,7 2,0 2,5 1,7 2,2 2,7 “Recognition errors” corresponds to false recognition of a pattern by the algorithm. “Recognition efficiency” corresponds to the rate of input stars that are recognised. “Mean global time” is the necessary time to get the result, whatever it is. “Standard time” is the necessary time when the answer is provided before 10 seconds. It is actually the necessary time to get the answer when the algorithm timeout is 10s. Table 1 : Results 5. TESTS AND RESULTS The first test have been realised with the following configuration : The software is done with Matlab 6.5. The computer is a Pentium III 650 MHz with 128Mo of SDRAM. The OS is Windows 2000. Several test series have been realised : A random unit vector is created. It represents the direction of the optical head of the star tracker. The stars are generated with the position catalogue. Measured right ascension RAMeas and declination DMeas satisfy : RAMeas=RACat+(Rand) x Noise_maxRA DMeas=DCat+(Rand) x Noise_maxD Every stars present in the FOV are selected in a first time. If the number of stars is greater than 10, angular distances between the stars and the star tracker optical axis are computed. Ten stars corresponding to the ten shorter angular distances Times are given as comparison indicators for those tests, but will be shorter when the software will be optimised and compiled. The presented times are short and the success rate high, compared with the measurement noise. Tests have been done on real sky pictures, captured from the ground with a static APS camera. For each picture, the algorithm is successful and quicker than simulations. It’s logical because of the good noise level (


are selected. They represent the input vectors of the algorithm. The noise levels are 50, 100 and 150 arcseconds (1sigma). Note that those parameters can induce an angular distance of 636 arcseconds (3-sigma) between the referenced star and the simulated measured star. Random stars are added to the input pattern, simulating false detection or proton impact. Results are given in Table 1 : 6. CONCLUSION The presented algorithm, so called “oriented triangle”, has been successfully tested in a first test program step . A second validation campaign is currently proceeding. It will insist on hardware optimisation in order to access to an operational algorithm adapted to the future star tracker with APS imaging sensors. An important advantage is the decomposition of the algorithm in three different stages : predilection direction determination, star identification and validation. This implies that any false triangle will finally be ignored. Those false data can be due to a -The reduced size of the catalogues. It also reduces the system memory requirement, -The short answer time, -The robustness to position noises, that allows very dynamic movements of the satellite body, -The brightness independence of the routine. This algorithm allow the APS star tracker to provide an high accuracy attitude measurement to the system integrator at any time. It is especially important during the critical navigation phases, requiring every accurate attitude determination sources.
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